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	A network transmits information from point-to-point from an office, company,

	school, aircraft carrier or, more generally, from anywhere on the planet. Very often

	associated with the Internet, it has completely transformed the design of traditional

	computer systems. To remember this, one need only read the short story by sciencefiction

	writer Isaac Asimov who in the 1970s offered his vision of the computer

	industry evolution in the short story All the Troubles of the World1. For the 2000s,

	he forecast a gigantic computer called “the multivac”, which would control the entire

	planet. He went as far as predicting the election of the world president by this

	computer. Asimov writes that it encompassed Washington D.C. and its suburbs and

	that an army of civil servants was needed to run it.





	To foresee the computer of the future, Asimov simply described the situation

	of the centralized computer systems of the 1970s and increased everything: the size

	of central units and the number of people needed to make them run. The footprint,

	the design and maintenance cost mean that this type of equipment is limited and

	reserved for important research and general interest tasks. Information is necessarily

	centralized in these points and resorting to a network is pointless.

	This title covers the most commonly used elements of Internet and Intranet technology and their development. It details the latest developments in research and covers new themes such as IP6, MPLS, and IS-IS routing, as well as explaining the function of standardization committees such as IETF, IEEE, and UIT. The book is illustrated with numerous examples and applications which will help the reader to place protocols in their proper context.
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50 Fast Final Cut Express TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"If you are looking to maximize Final Cut Express, you won’t find
a better guide than Tim Meehan."
    —Dan Jahn, President, The Raven Group    

Whether creating dynamite digital videos is your profession or just your obsession, Final Cut Express can enhance your projects. In this richly illustrated volume,...
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UML in Practice: The Art of Modeling Software Systems Demonstrated through Worked Examples and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	For several years now, there has been a constant increase in the number of works
	on UML and object modelling. However, my practical experience of training (more
	than a thousand or so people trained in OMT, then UML since 1993…) convinced
	me that there is still another need that is not tended to by the multitude of books...
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Programming Sound with Pure Data: Make Your Apps Come Alive with Dynamic AudioPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For intermediate programmers, beginning sound designers.

	

	Sound gives your native, web, or mobile apps that extra dimension, and it's essential for games. Rather than using canned samples from a sample library, learn how to build sounds from the ground up and produce them for web projects using the Pure Data...
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Software Requirements: Styles & TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2002
Most IT systems fail to meet expectations. They don't meet business goals and don't support users efficiently. Why? Because the requirements didn't address the right issues. Writing a good requirements specification doesn't take more time. This book shows how it¿s done - many times faster and many times smarter.  What are the...
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Let Them See You: The Guide for Leveraging Your Diversity at WorkLorena Jones Books, 2019

	The guide to getting hired, being promoted, and thriving professionally for the 40 million people of color in the workplace—from the CEO and cofounder of Jopwell, the leading career advancement platform for Black, Latinx, and Native American students and professionals.

	 

	Let Them See You is a...
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Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider: How to Unleash the Full Potential of Your Global WorkforceApress, 2014

	Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider teaches executives and managers of organizations how to unleash the full potential of their outsourced IT services workforce and IT-enabled business processes safely and profitably. Drawing on two decades of experience managing client relationships for global IT services companies,...
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